Two acceleration techniques, based on additive corrections are evaluated with a multithreaded 2D Poisson equation solver. The popular multigrid algorithm with 2-level grid is compared with the traditional block-correction strategy. In both, single-processor and distributed architectures, block correction is faster than the multigrid due mainly to the smaller cost that the solution of a 1D linear system has over one 2D linear system. Results in both cluster tested show that block correction can reduce significantly the computing time in the solution of very large linear systems. These calculations confirm that the Red/Black ordering is effective only if data fit entirely in cache memory.
Introduction
The efficient solution of large linear systems derived from the Poisson equation problem imposes many challenging issues. The rise of multicore processors enables new opportunities to speed-up convergence. This objective can be achieved by means of the modification of the existing methods as well as the development of new procedures. A variety of factors impact performance including: the implementation strategy, the programming language selected, the compiler chosen and the optimization techniques. The most common way to improve convergence is by the use of acceleration techniques based on additive corrections. The popular multigrid algorithm [9] and its predecessor block-correction procedure [5] have been extensively used to improve the rate of convergence. In the literature, several efficient implementations can be found but all those methods were developed for serial computers and, all implementations in multicore processors are done as serial execution units using a communication protocol such as Message Passing Interface (MPI), Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM) and others. As explained in [11] , better performance can be achieved if a SOR serial solver is modified to be executed as several independent units (threads) having access to common data. This work is an extension of the procedure developed in [11] by studying the performance of multigrid and block-correction algorithms in the multithreaded solver.
Related work
The block correction procedure was a popular procedure in the 1980's but little has been done to developed parallel versions of it. On the other hand, the multigrid technique has been implemented not only in the Poisson equation problem but in all problems in Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD). We are not aware of the existence of a comprehensive study of the scalability of the multigrid algorithm. In some cases, a super-linear speed-up is achieved and it is frequently claimed as a characteristic of the method. For example, in [4] , a parallel multigrid procedure is presented, in which the multigrid procedure is done globally. In this work, a super-linear speed-up is obtained with a large number of processors. When analyzing the size of the problem and the number of processors used in [4] , the problem fits perfectly in cache memory. In another work [7] , a system of 1,048,576 equations is solved with a parallel multigrid procedure. In this paper, a super-linear speed-up is claimed when 64 processors are used. For that number of nodes, there are only 32,768 equations per processor. That fits in cache memory. In [6] , a parallel multigrid algorithm is developed and scalability up to 3,500 processors is presented. When analyzing the time versus the number of processors, there is a small increment in time as the number of processors increases. If the speed-up is computed, we realize that the gains are not as impressive. We are aware of some efficient parallel implementations of the multigrid algorithm, applied to CFD. In [1] and [2], a general procedure is presented but the paper does not present a thorough study of the scalability of the procedure. In [3] , a super-linear speed-up is claimed but the paper lacks an explanation of the conditions in which this speed-up has been observed. In [12] , a parallel multigrid algorithm is presented for the solution of a single problem. Finally, in [10] a global parallel multigrid procedure is shown with a super-linear speed-up when the number of processors is large. (Note: how do we compare to [10] ?)
Multithreaded solver
The base multicore solver [11] relies on the execution of multiple concurrent threads. The tasks are distributed into two main categories: intensive floating point operations (FPU) and non-intensive FPU operations. This scheme optimizes the math unit, a very important aspect for problems where most of the time is spent in floating point calculations:
Start a predefined number of solvers (threads)
Main thread (non FPU intensive ops)
In order to maximize performance, the following considerations have been observed: First, the number of solvers plus the main thread must be equal to the number of physical threads (for Intel and AMD platforms); second, each solver should access continuous portions of data. This improves cache memory usage; and finally, performance is boosted with Red/Black ordering only if data fit entirely in cache memory. Under these conditions, in some cases is possible to have super-linear speed-up. This is clearly a hardware issue.
Acceleration techniques
The idea of multigrid algorithm is to use different grids of different sizes. All those grids are identified to a specific level. The first level will contain the finest grid and, as well as the level number is increased, the size of the grid is reduced. The finest grid will contain the solution to the problem while the coarse grids will contain the corrections to the immediate lower grid level [9] . The multigrid algorithm is widely used in fluid problems with unstructured grids, where the data cannot be stored in a rectangular array [1, 2, 3, 10 and 12]. On the other hand, the objective of block correction is the same as multigrid but the corrections are performed in lines [5] . Since the correction equation is a tri-diagonal linear system, the fast and efficient Thomas algorithm can be used to obtain the corrections in a small fraction of the time of the iterative solver. Due to its simplicity, block correction is very efficient but it is limited to structured grid problems.
Test problem and results
The test problem is The benchmark case was the standard serial solver, which is not necessarily the best implementation. Figure 1 shows the results in the cluster Euler. The results are similar to the ones observed in [11] , in the sense that in a dualcore cluster, better performance is obtained with the serial implementation than with the multicore one. In both DBC and DBCRB, speed-up stabilizes at 30 nodes but, as soon as the data fit in L2 cache memory, performance improves significantly. It is important to underline that this increment is a hardware issue and not a charasteristic of the method. For this architecture, both serial solutions DMU and DMuRB perform better than the multicore ones. It is interesting to observe that the DMu solution has a peak in about 40 nodes an then the speed-up decays because of the overhead that the communication with 100 processors have. This behavior is consistent with the 2-grid level implementation in [8] . Once the data fit in cache memory, the solver DMuRB performance increases a bit. Results for the solution of a linear system of 22,680,000 equations on cluster Hilbert are shown in figure 2 . First of all, the difference in performance is greater than those in the cluster Euler, confirming the advantage of the multicore scheme proposed in this work and in [11] .
Conclusions
Two additive correction procedures have been tested in a multicore environment, multigrid and block correction. The traditional block correction scheme has proven to be very adaptable to multicore processor architecture. For the quad-core processor, the multicore version has demonstrated an excellent speed up. In all cases, block correction scheme proved to be robust in the reduction of the number of iterations and the total calculation time. On the other hand, multigrid does not allow for a significant reduction of a procedure's computation time since the solution of a 2D problem, even with a reduced number of points, is still expensive. The improvements, due mainly to the optimization of the iterator, show an increment in speed up consistent with the results observed when studying the multicore solver described in [5] . The distribution of the tasks of the multigrid algorithm among all threads does not seem to deliver performance gains.
